Randiana: or; Excitable Tales

The Amatory Adventures of an English
Gentleman This long-censored gem of
Victorian erotica, presented here in its
original unexpurgated form, tells the story
of our fifty-year-old protagonist as he
recounts in sumptuously graphic detail the
sexual conquests which have flavoured his
life from youth to man. A gentleman of
means with an appetite to match, James
Clinton uses his wealth and influence to
seduce the timid Lady-set of his
high-society into an orgiastic frenzy,
freeing within each of them a
long-suppressed desire to be dominated. In
ballrooms, boudoirs, and bordellos, he
reveals the true nature of the high-brow and
haughty. Written anonymously in 1884,
Randiana, or; Excitable Tales, shatters all
illusions of Victorian restraint and civility
with generous lashings of deviance and
naughtiness.
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